Engineering transfer of micro- and nanometer-scale features by surface energy modification.
Micropatterning of surfaces is gaining importance in various applications ranging from biosensors to microfluidic and lab-on-a-chip devices, where the control of the surface chemistry is of great importance for the application. In this paper, we introduce a patterning technique of topographical features, which is applicable on different substrates by modifying their surface energy. The textured surface is obtained via polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) transfer, and the topographical parameters can be systematically tailored by selective treatment with oxygen plasma of either the PDMS stamp, the substrate, or both. Our approach is an alternative technique to create micro- and nanopatterns of various height and shape over a large area on different substrates. The possibility to control cell behavior on different surfaces tailored with this microtransfer patterning approach was also evaluated. The cell culture on patterned surfaces showed the possibility of modulating cell adhesion. Our method is based on simple transfer of silicone elastomeric patterns to the surface, and therefore, it is very simple and fast compared to other complex techniques. These observations could have implications for tissue-scaffold engineering science in areas such as microfluidic devices and control of cell adhesion.